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ABSTRACT

Spine biopsy is a useful tool to detect and verify spine tumor. We have developed a spine-biopsy simulation system, which
provides realistic visual and force feedback information to a user. In this paper, we present an algorithm to combine a
volume-rendered image and a surface-rendered needle image. The volume rendering requires a larger amount of
computations and memory space. In general, the motion of a needle is fast so that image update should be performed
frequently, whereas the viewing direction is not changed so fast in visualization, so that it is not necessary to update the
volume rendered organ image frequently. The realization ofthe medical instruments can be performed by surface rendering
rather than volume rendering to visualize the fast motion of the medical instruments. Surface rendering is an efficient
method to render a simple structure with less computation and memory requirements. Fast combination of volume-rendered
and surface-rendered images is performed with high quality realization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since there are many critical organs near spine, the spine biopsy operation includes complicated and detail procedures.
Therefore, the skilled training of operation is required before a medical doctor operates a patient directly. In the current
spine biopsy operation, the medical doctor reads 2D CT images, and then he defines locations where the disease area is
expected and the path which a needle enters the spine through.

We have developed a spine biopsy simulation (SBS) system', which provides realistic visual and force feedback
information to a user. The SBS system helps medical college students understand the structure oforgans near spine and train
the operation of spine biopsy virtually without a real patient. This system includes several procedures mainly such as a
visual feedback using 3D rendering, a segmentation method, graphic user interface (GUI), and a haptic feedback that gives
the sense oftouch to a user2.

1.1. VIRTUAL REALITY AND SURGERY SIMULATOR

With the development of medical technologies that reduce operation time and morbidity, surgical simulation3 appears to be
an essential element of tomorrow's surgery. Indeed, most surgeons and students have to practice on an endotrainer, living
animals, or cadavers. The lack ofrealism in the first solution and the ethical problems linked to the other solutions show a
real need for simulated surgery.

Several researchers have developed new ideas for a real-time surgery simulation system4 incorporating the following
characteristics: a volumetric deformable model, a force feedback device, and real-time deformations based on a quasi non-
linear biomedical behavior.

Visual-realism and real-time interactions are essential in surgery simulation. Real-time interaction requires that any action
of the operator generates an instantaneous response from the simulated organ in spite of the complexity of its geometry.
Moreover, since all the organs in the human body are not rigid, their shape may be deformed during an operation.
Consequently, the realism of the deformations is another key point in surgery simulation. This realism can be enhanced by
the introduction of devices that allow a better immersion in the virtual world. In surgery simulation, the integration of a
force feedback system to generate such sensation is of prime importance, almost as important as a visual feedback. When
coupled with precise computations of the forces, it may be possible for the surgeon to feel haptic sensations close to reality.
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1.2. TARGET OF THIS STUDY

The SBS has been developed in order to help medical doctor virtually train the spine biopsy operation and plan a needle
path. For a spine biopsy, a medical doctor should have sufficient accuracy and skill since the structure of spine is
complicated and there are critical organs near it. Ifa spine needle biopsy is virtually simulated, the educational cost and the
operational danger can be reduced. The following is the major functions ofthe spine needle biopsy simulator.

I . interactive 3D visualization system.

2. The function for the sense oftouch through physical haptic feedback.

3. The function for searching an optimum path to the disease which a medical doctor defines.

4. The function for simulating and evaluating a needle path and a operating method using a haptic device.

We must be able to feel the sense of touch with a haptic device and to look at a virtual feedback from a monitor wherethe
needle is. Though a force feedback is transferred fast through PHANTOM device5, the visual feedback is very slow. To
overcome the defect, we propose a method ofa fast visual feedback in this paper.

This paper is organized as following. In chapter 2, the overall structure of spine biopsy simulator is described. In chapter 3,
rendering methods are introduced with their properties. Chapter 4 explains about the combination of a needle and volume-
rendered organ. Chapter 5 says the presentation of a needle. In chapter 6, the reduction of computation amount is presented.
A composite method for overlapped images is described in chapter 7. Finally, chapters 8 and 9 give the experimental results
and conclusions, respectively.

2. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF SPINE BIOPSY SIMULATOR

Figure 1. The overall block diagram ofour spine biopsy simulator

Currently in a spine biopsy using 2D CT images, a medical doctor indicates the target to be predicted as a disease and finds
a path through which a needle enters by using the 2D images. However, it is very difficult for a doctor to imagine the 3D
location and path from the 2D information.

As shown in Figure 1, the SBS should give realistic visual effect and information offorce feedback to a user. A real spine
needle biopsy' includes very complicated procedures, and the following procedures are required for the simulator4. First, the
simulator can scan the 2D CT data and display the 2D slices for a doctor to read them and to select a region of interest
(ROl). Second, a volume rendered image is obtained from :2D slice images around the ROl. Third, we move the needle
attached to the end of the haptic device and find the path from the skin to the disease of spine. At this moment, we can feel
the sense of touch on each organ through the haptic device. Also the position of the needle in the 3D image must be drawn
corresponding to the position of a physical needle in a torso dummy. The sense from a haptic device should be transferred to
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a user as soon as the needle moves, because the user should be able to see the position of the needle around critical organs
near spine and to know how it accesses.

3. RENDERING METHODS

Several methods have been developed for volume visualization of 3D medical data. Volume rendering (VR) methods are
characterized by mapping elements directly into image plane without geometric information6' . They are especially
appropriate for creating images from fuzzy data sets like medical volumetric data. Typical volume rendering methods are
ray-casting and splatting. Surface rendering (SR) method8 is typically faster than VR methods since SR methods only
traverse the volume once to extract surface primitives, but VR methods must traverse the entire data set whenever an image
is rendered. In spite of this shortcoming, VR has become one of the most interesting and fast growing areas in medical
imaging because of its superior image quality. The quality of surface rendered images is highly dependent on the
performance of a segmentation process that is difficult and highly affected by noise, whereas the VR does not require the
segmentation process. To improve interactivity in VR, many optimization methods as well as several special-purpose VR
systems have been developed.

Object-order technique maps the data samples of the 3D volumetric data onto the image plane. The original signal is
reconstructed by spreading the voxels in 3D data into an image space. Splatting algorithm9 as a typical VR method
approximates volume objects smoothly, and performs a front-to-back object-order traversal of the voxels in the volumetric
data set6. Each voxel's contribution to the image is calculated and composited using a series of table lookups. The splatting
produces a high quality image that is similar to the images produced by the other algorithms. The splatting algorithm can be
performed in parallel at the voxel level.

Typical image-order volume rendering technique is the ray-casting6' . A ray in the ray-casting is fired from each pixel in 2D
image through the 3D volume data set. The opacities and the shaded colors encountered along a ray are summed to obtain
the volume-rendered image. The image-order algorithm has the advantages of efficient and high quality resampling and a
simple implementation of early ray-termination. On the other hand, object-order algorithm uses simple addressing operation
because it traverses the volume data in storage order. Hybrid method combines these two methods taking only advantages of
two methods.

An example ofhybrid rendering scheme is the shear-warp factorizatio&°. It allows to access the volume data by scan lines.
Shear-warp factorization relies on a factorization of the viewing transformation that simplifies projection from the volume
to the image and allows us to construct an object-order algorithm with the same advantages as an image order algorithm.
Shear-warp method transforms the 3D data set to an intermediate coordinate system known as sheared object space by
translating each slice, and allows an efficient projection to a 2-D image plane. Figure 2 illustrates the transformation from
object space to a sheared object space for a parallel projection.

Viewing rays
She?r

This factorization is very efficient for implementation of resampling and compositing, but projection in sheared object space
results in a distorted image. Therefore, this distorted intermediate image must be corrected by 2-D warping.
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4. COMBINATION OF A SURFACE-RENDERED NEEDLE AND VOLUME-RENDERED
ORGANS

In order to combine the surface-rendered image of a needle and the volume-rendered image of organs, the procedures in
Figure 3 are proposed. Especially, it is difficult to find where the needle is located in the body. Therefore, the depth
information ofa needle surface and voxel data is required to combine two images. Once an accumulated opacity ofa voxel
in ray-casting becomes larger than a given threshold that is 0.95 in this paper, the ray-casting is terminated to save the
computation time and the depth information of the voxel is stored in the Z-buffer. After comparing this depth information
and the depth value ofthe needle, the only part where the needle overlaps with the organs is rendered again. There are two
cases. One is that when the needle is out of the organ, the needle image is placed in the combined image. The other is that
when the needle is in the organ, the surface rendered image and the volume rendered image are combined according to the
accumulated opacity, which is called a-blending. The larger the accumulated opacity of organs is, the smaller the weight of
the needle is since the unit value subtracted by accumulated opacity is the weight factor for the needle image.

Figure 3. Combination of surface-rendered needle image and volume-rendered organ images

There are two methods to reduce the computation amount, which are the early ray-termination and the masking of the
sheared plane. In ray-casting, the ray traversing is terminated when the accumulated opacity becomes larger than a given
threshold", or when the ray meets the surface of needle. By assumption that the opacity of a needle be I, the ray cannot
make progress as soon as it meets the needle. The region where the position of the needle changes is estimated in 2D
sheared plane, which is called a mask. Then, only the masking region is updated when the viewing direction is not changed.
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The needle image is combined with the volume-rendered organ image in proportion to the remaining of the accumulated
opacity as follows;

C(u)= IN(u)(l-a(u))+IO(u) (1)

where IN(u) = pixel value of 2D needle image

10(u) = pixelvalue of volume -rendered organ image

a(u) = accumulated opacity of organ

5. NEEDLE PRESENTATION

The needle used in SBS is made of stainless and metal with a light gray color, and its shape is a cylinder of about 14cm
length and I .4 mm radius. Its end is sharp or rough but we present a simple cylinder in order to simplify it.

The volume rendering requires a large amount of computations and memory space. In addition, the motion of medical
instruments such as a needle must be fast for spine biopsy simulator (SBS). The realization of simple structures such as the
medical instruments can be performed by surface rendering rather than volume rendering. Surface rendering with the
information of depth in Z-buffer is an efficient method to render a simple structure with less computation and memory
requirements. Therefore, surface rendering is used for visualization ofa needle for SBS.

6. REDUCTION OF COMPUTATION AMOUNT

6.1. RAY-TERMINATION OF A NEEDLE

When we combine a surface-rendered image and a volume-rendered image, we can terminate the ray traversing in front of
medical instruments such as a surgical knife and a needle.

There are three cases in the termination of ray. The first case is that the ray cannot advance because a needle is in front of
organs as shown in Figure 4(a). This case is to make the needle drawn in the image. The second case is that when the needle
is behind the organs having low opacity such as the skin, the ray passes the organ and approaches the needle as shown in
Figure 4(b). In this case it is necessary to combine the organ image with the needle image. The last case is that since the
object in front of the needle has a large opacity, the ray cannot approach the needle, so the result image does not include the
needle as shown in Figure 4(c).

The advantage of this termination is not only to add reality of the rendered image but also to reduce the computation time
since the ray-termination makes unnecessary calculation removed. The Z-buffer is used for the depth information of the
needle.

Ray j Ray j Ray
>

Needle Organ Organ Needle Organ Needle

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. Three cases of ray-termination methods

6.2. MASKING IN SHEARED IMAGE

In general, the motion of a needle is fast so that image rendering should be performed frequently, whereas the viewing
direction does not change frequently in visualization so that it is not necessary to update the volume-rendered organ image
frequently. Therefore, we can generate a masking region, where the image should be updated frequently according to the
needle motion as shown in Figure 5.
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There are two advantages of masking. The one is reducing the computation amount because when the needle moves,
rendering is required in only the masking region. The other is the freedom of combining surface rendered objects with a
volume rendered image.

(b) Mask

Figure 5. The mask according to motion of the needle

Figure 6 explains the concepts of compositing a volume-rendered image and a needle image with the depth information
within the mask area.

6.3. THE DEPTH INFORMATION

Object depth in Z-buffer Needle depth in Z-buffer

Depth weight

Figure 6. Concept of combination the needle image with the organ image

A depth information means the distance between a pixel on view plane and a visible surface voxel projected to the pixel. In
ray-casting of the volume rendering, the depth information is obtained using Euclidian distance, (x2+y2+z2)°5 in 3D space
commonly, but to get the information in the shear-warping method, the distance in the only one direction ofray-casting can
be obtained with reduction of computation amount.
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Since the depth information is required to compare the depths of organ and needle, it is not necessary to be defined in
absolute distance such as Euclidean distance. In Figure 7(a), d1 is the distance in z-direction for the sheared volume space,
but in Figure 7(b), d2 is obtained using Euclidean distance. In this paper, we define the depth as d1 to reduce the computation
time.

iiiii
(a) (b)

Figure 7. Acquisition ofthe information of depth

7. COMPOSITE METHOD FOR OVERLAPPED IMAGES

The composite method proposed by Thomas Porter and Tom Duff'2 combines surface rendered four-channel pictures in
order for anti-aliased accumulation using 3D image segmentation data. The four channel pictures are foregroundi,
foreground2, background, and other image, which are combined using some criteria. In Figure 8, the region C that is an
overlapped region with region A and region B is rendered using compositing operator.

C

Figure 8. Digital image compositing

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the proposed rendering method, experiments have been performed with 3D 256x256x256 image. The
processor of Pentium 400 MHz is used as a computing processor, which has a memory of 256 Mbytes and the operating
system of Windows NT.

Table I shows the processing time without and with masking. Overlay in Tables I and 2 means the degree how deep the
needle enters in the organ of a body. None indicates that the needle does not enter into the organ yet as shown in Figure
9(a), half indicates that the needle enters into it with a half as shown in Figure 9(b), and full indicates that the needle is in
the organ completely as shown in Figure 9(c). The time for drawing a total color image without masking is 0.91 sec and the
time for drawing it with masking is 0.32 sec, which is 2.84 times as fast as total drawing without masking. The time for
drawing a gray image updated totally is 0.63 sec and the time with masking is 0.24 sec, which is 2.63 times fast.

Table 2 shows the numbers of the voxels which contribute to the volume rendering, which is same for color and gray
rendered images but different according to the degree of needle overlay. The number of voxels without masking is about
2,650,000, whereas the number of voxels in masking area is about 2O,OOO35,OOO when the position of the needle moves
7.03mm to x-direction and 7.03mm to z-direction without overlapping of each mask. This shows that the computation
amount for compositing is reduced to about I % of voxel counts without masking. However, the rendering time is not
reduced corresponding to the rate since the compositing function has some overheads such as a criterion of masking region
and a voxel skipping procedure in an intermediate image.

Table 3 presents the time required for each function of volume rendering. The compositing in sheared volume data has the
large difference of computation amount with and without masking, and the calculation time for combining the needle
increases due to adding the criterion of masking though the other calculations are similar. The result image of Figure 10
presents a needle entering near spine without skin.
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Data size: 256x256x256

Rendering Overlay Without masking With Maskhig

Color None Half Full 0.91 0.32

Cira None Half Full 0.63 0.24

I able 1. Comparison of calculation time in second

Rendering Overlay Voxel count
without masking

Voxel count
with masking

Volume

None 2,594,471 19,468

Half 2,604.027 26.604

Full 2,607.402 31.886

lable 2. Comparison of required number of voxels
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(a) None overlayed needle (b) Half overlaved needle (C) Full overlayed needle

Figure 9. Rendered image with a needle
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Overlay Rendering Processing Computing time
without masking

Computing time
with masking

None

Color

Needle-Modeling 10 10

Compositing 781 176

Combine-Needle 20 55

Warping 70 70

Gray

Needle-Modeling 10 10

Compositing 501 150

Combine-Needle 15 35

Warping 30 30

Half

Color

Needle-Modeling 10 10

Compositing 776 175

Combine-Needle 30 55

Warping 70 70

Gray

Needle-Modeling 10 10

Compositing 551 155

Combine-Needle 20 35

Warping 30 30

Full

Color

Needle-Modeling 1 0 10

Compositing 776 180

Combine-Needle 20 55

Warping 70 70

Gray

Needle-Modeling 10 10

Compositing 561 160

Combine-Needle 20 35

Warping 30 30

Table 3. Comparison ofcomputation time for each partin mili-second



We proposed a real-time visualization method for a spine biopsy simulator. First, the reduction of computation amount and
memory cost is possible since the medical instrument is rendered by surface rendering, not by volume rendering. Second,
the volume rendering using ray-termination reduces the computation amount. Third, the mask is made from the motion of a
medical instrument, and only the masking region is updated. The proposed method provides a fast rendering for
combinational visualization ot' volume-rendered organ inlage and surface-rendered needle image.

In addition, a spine hiops\ simulator and the techniques tor fast visualization can be applied to other medical simulators.
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Figure 10. A combined image of a needle and organs without skin

9. CONCLUSIONS


